Welcome & Introductions

• Ground Rules:
  • Start and End on Time
  • Respectful of everyone’s experiences and background
  • No side-bar conversations
  • Parking lot
Goals & Timeline

- Directive From ICCSD Board of Education
- Results to be shared with Board by April 25, 2017
  - What does the time-out space look like? Make recommendations regarding physical space – construction, physical space, materials.
  - How are these rooms used? Be able to inform the community regarding: what is the continuum, what does this look like?
Activity

• Match the definitions to the word
• Work in table groups
Definitions

- **Seclusion**: Confining a student alone in a room or area that he or she is not permitted to leave; never to be used for disciplinary purposes; only used if a child’s behavior poses imminent danger of serious physical harm to self or others

- **Restraint**: Restricting the student’s ability to move his or her torso, arms, legs, or head freely; never to be used for disciplinary purposes; only used if a child’s behavior poses imminent danger of serious physical harm to self or others

- **Timeout Room**: A room where a student is physically confined and detained when that student is in imminent danger of serious physical harm to self or others

- **Sensory Area**: A room/area designed to promote self-organization and positive change; a special room designed and equipped to stimulate the senses of hearing, sight, touch, and smell. It is a place where people with sensory integration disorder can explore and develop their sensory skills, but also where they can relax and relieve stress and anxiety

- **Timeout**: Monitored separation of a student in a non-locked setting and is implemented for the purpose of calming
Communication Plan:

First Steps

- Agree to use these words when speaking publicly about the work of this team
• Rooms – pictures
• Data
Timeout Rooms/
Sensory Areas

- Examples of sensory rooms or areas
- Purpose of rooms
- Review literature/Chapter 103 – parameter of timeout rooms
Next Steps

- Hanover Research – coming
- Additional Information?
- Next Meetings: March 6 & March 27